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Abstract I model learning from others’ policies when it is difficult to know what outcome a policy will produce. I adopt a recent formalization of partially invertible outcome signals to build a model of policy knowledge diffusion. The model merges variables such as similarity and capacity that emerge from previous empirical research with previously unincorporated policy making realities such as continuous policy options and choices between mimicking and modifying another’s policy. Together, they produce an informational model of policy knowledge diffusion which addresses “who,” “how,” and “when” questions. In addition to offering specific propositions, the model suggests shifting the focus from the diffusion of specific policies to diffusion in policy areas. I provide initial empirical support by applying the model to questions of legal implementation within organizations. I summarize interviews with university attorneys describing how their institutions learn from each other when responding to the law.
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Introduction



Governments, organizations, and individuals regularly make challenging policy decisions when they know their goals more precisely than they know which actions will best achieve them. Often, others will face similar challenging policy decisions at roughly the same time providing opportunities to learn from others’ choices. These opportunities to learn may enable policy makers to efficiently achieve outcomes superior to those they would have achieved acting independently. They may also lead to policy interdependence and similar choices across actors. This description applies to a wide range of political and economic decisions which have motivated a large and growing policy diffusion literature. This literature crosses traditional disciplinary and subfield boundaries and comprises applications ranging from nation states to business firms. Understanding how institutions learn from each other and which factors shape interdependent policy decisions is important to studies of governance, public policy, and organizations. Below, I elaborate an institutional policy learning model that addresses these issues. Despite broad interest in the subject, the literature, particularly the policy diffusion literature, remains light on general theory. A recent and high profile model (Volden, Ting, and Carpenter, 2008) more clearly undercuts existing empirical findings than points the way toward new inquiries and generalities. Perhaps more importantly, while mechanisms have become more prominent recently (e.g. Baybeck, Berry, and Siegel, 2011; Dobbin, Simmons, and Garrett, 2007; Shipan and Volden, 2008), this theoretical work has largely followed the empirical literature by focusing on “yes or no” questions concerning the adoption of a particular choice. While these are important questions, they are distinct from the fundamental and broadly important questions about how actors learn from each other and how they incorporate information from others’ experiences. Advancing our general knowledge of how institutions learn requires deviating from common approach angles. I do so by modeling policy knowledge diffusion by focusing on actors learning in policy areas. The model focuses on actors solving challenging policy problems and delivers predictions about when and how 1



they will learn from others. This fundamentally different approach differentiates the model from other theoretical and empirical work. For example, while previous work would apply nicely to questions about states adopting a carbon tax, the model below applies much more broadly to questions to about states’ choices about business tax environments which comprise, for example, a set of corporate income and property tax rates along with R+D credits and other subsidies. Whether in public or private organizations, the later are frequently the important questions. Actors often learn in policy areas, but the literature has focused on particular policies. The paper’s core is a general and broadly applicable model of policy knowledge diffusion. Secondarily, I also aim to integrate substantive and empirical contributions. I make the model more tangible and provide some initial empirical content by discussing it in the context of organizations responding to the complex or ambiguous laws that affect them. This application crosses political and organization boundaries and yields preliminary qualitative support. It is also an area in which the affects of learning and diffusion are influential on policy outcomes, but understudied because nearly all of the literature has focused on policy creation in governments rather than policy implementation outside of them. Legal response is thus an attractive, albeit unconventional, application for motivating diffusion analysis. In this case, the law exogenously turns a number of private actors into policy makers by prompting a “policy” response. These private actors must figure out what to do in an environment in which others are facing similar challenges. Applying the decision model to implementation differs from other approaches which try to measure bottom line impacts. It also differs from studies which have focused on organizations affected by the law, and even on the diffusion of practices (Barnes and Burke, 2006; Edelman, 1992; Gould, 2005) but have not focused on micro-behavior, learning, information, and decision making mechanisms. The model has a range of public policy and industrial organization applications. For example, it ties directly to other work concerning policy interdependence in state and local contexts (e.g. smoking bans), response to federal mandates (e.g. welfare), nation states 2



(e.g. democracy promotion programs), implementation of international treaties (e.g. environment), and non-governmental actors’ legal compliance (e.g. corporate responses to affirmative action law). It makes two substantial and related theoretical shifts by focusing on substantive policy challenges rather than particular policies. It changes the question from one about how actors decide whether to adopt a given innovation to how they learn from each other to make decisions in broader policy areas. It also focuses on the spread of policy knowledge and ideas rather than particular policies. It illustrates how diffusion can occur even when actors choose different policies. Relative to previous work, it is more concerned with who makes independent decisions, who learns from others, and how they learn. It is also relatively more concerned with policy content than previous diffusion studies which are limited by focusing on a dichotomous decision between adopting and not adopting. The model not only shifts the focus of inquiry, it also advances the existing literature in other ways. For one, it integrates a number of mechanisms, variables, and considerations that the extant literature suggests are important. These factors include actor traits such as similarity and capacity, issue traits such as complexity, and different social learning mechanisms such as imitation. While including any of these variables is not pathbreaking on its own, they have previously emerged in a piecemeal fashion through studies of one policy area at a time. Integrating them and considering their interactions in a general and theoretical way is new. Secondly, the model formalizes other important realities of policy making and policy learning that have been largely absent in previous work. It considers actions in a large and continuous policy space and predicts policy clustering even when policy options are limitless. It also considers learning from others when policy makers can reduce, but not eliminate, uncertainty by observing another’s action. It does so by applying an innovative formulation of policy uncertainty, Brownian motion (Callander, 2008), to policy diffusion. Additionally, it characterizes tradeoffs between mimicking and modifying other policies and assesses how factors such as complexity affect how policy information will diffuse. Finally, the model considers learning from one other policy and synthesizing information from a small 3



number of previous policies. Some of these features have been almost entirely absent from previous work and those that have appeared, have not been integrated. While its components, actions, and variables are most connected to policy diffusion among governments, it is also applicable to business firms and even individuals. Because the model is so general, it can incorporate “politics,” “policy,” and uncertainty in a couple of ways. First, the general formulation of policy-outcome uncertainty can easily apply to uncertainty between policies and objective outcomes (e.g. economic growth, health care delivery, innovation etc.), uncertainty between policy and political outcomes (e.g. approval ratings, campaign donations), or a combination of the two for example. A model of policy makers making decisions about policies they can control to produce outcomes that they are less confident about applies to policy and politics at many levels and in many substantive areas. Secondly, the model may also be thought of as a thorough investigation of the “whys” and “hows” of the “external determinants” (Berry and Berry, 1990) part of many policy diffusion studies which have historically focused on factors such as “geographical proximity”. After situating the model in the literature, I provide an overview of it and detail its key assumptions. Next, I introduce the model’s four primary decision making actions. I analyze decisions about who to learn from, and how to use what one learns in cases with two and three actors choosing policies. Then I discuss some of the model’s implications for empirical work more concretely. Among other things, the model suggests that empirical diffusion work should broaden its methods and approaches. For example, focusing on the diffusion of a particular policy misses a lot of important variation. Finally, I provide some initial empirical support for the model from interviews I conducted with college and university attorneys about how their institutions make decisions about the laws that affect them.



1.1



Background: Policy Diffusion and Policy Making



The existing “diffusion” literature is large and growing, but also primarily empirical and inductive. It primarily concerns domestic and foreign governments (Berry and Berry, 1990; 4



Grossback, Nicholson-Crotty, and Peterson, 2004; Meseguer, 2006; Shipan and Volden, 2006, 2008; Volden, 2006; Weyland, 2005), but the ideas are general enough to also apply to institutional learning in private firms for example (Strang and Still, 2004; Strang and Macy, 2001). In general, the literature has more effectively generated findings and mechanisms than it has parsed them. Explanations for diffusion include informational accounts in which policies diffuse because actors learn something about their benefits from others’ experiences, competitive accounts in which actors follow others to maintain advantages or parity (Baybeck, Berry, and Siegel, 2011), coordination accounts in which there are tangible benefits to conforming to a common standard, and adaptive accounts (Elkins and Simmons, 2005), including variations on “normative isomorphism” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) in which policies diffuse because it is safer or more legitimate to join the crowd. There are fewer general and micro-foundational theories of diffusion than one might expect (exceptions include Baybeck, Berry, and Siegel, 2011; Braun and Gilardi, 2006; Meseguer, 2004; Volden, Ting, and Carpenter, 2008). Previous insights about the realities of interdependent decision making are impressive. Nevertheless, theoretical development and associated empirical tests have lagged the broader observations. Even nailing down a conceptual definition has proved elusive. As Elkins and Simmons (2005) note, some use the term “diffusion” to refer to the outcome where an action spreads for any reason (including independent choices), while others use it to refer to a process of consciously interdependent decisions. My focus on policy knowledge diffusion which conditionally produces diffusion as an outcome falls in between and hopefully offers some conceptual clarity. To date, one of deductive theory’s biggest contributions has been demonstrating how ostensible policy diffusion could actually result from actors learning from themselves (Volden, Ting, and Carpenter, 2008). Other theoretical contributions focus on different levels of rationality in policy learning (Meseguer, 2004; Weyland, 2005), and on non-learning diffusion via competition (Baybeck, Berry, and Siegel, 2011). The empirical literature has proceeded by identifying a policy that became popular and 5



applying a statistical technique such as event history analysis to identify the influence of an interdependent variable of interest (e.g. geographic proximity) on a political actor’s propensity to make a binary adoption choice (Berry and Berry, 1990) in one policy area. These approaches have identified, in a piecemeal way, a number of traits which appear connected to policy diffusion in at least some contexts. The model incorporates and connects many of these sources of variation. Many have emphasized social learning as the basis of diffusion. These empirical learning accounts include learning from geographical neighbors (Berry and Berry, 1990; Mooney, 2001), learning from effective policies (Volden, 2006), learning from ideologically similar states (Grossback, Nicholson-Crotty, and Peterson, 2004), and learning from more observable policies (Volden and Makse, 2011). Relatedly, empirical and theoretical work has focused on different ways of learning including emulating successful policies (Volden, 2006), imitating policies irrespective of quality (Karch, 2007; Shipan and Volden, 2008), Bayesian learning based on observing all others’ experiences (Meseguer, 2004), heuristic learning in which actors rely on shortcuts such as availability (Weyland, 2005), and learning in information cascades (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch, 1992, 1998). More recent work has shifted attention toward measuring and distinguishing different diffusion mechanisms (Baybeck, Berry, and Siegel, 2011; Shipan and Volden, 2008; Tyran and Sausgruber, 2005). One of this paper’s advances is integrating, in a rigorous way, plausible, sensible, and overlapping mechanisms that emerge in the literature. One such variable is goal similarity (Dolowitz and Marsh, 1996; Grossback, Nicholson-Crotty, and Peterson, 2004; Volden, 2006; Volden, Ting, and Carpenter, 2008; Volden and Makse, 2011). Previous work demonstrated, for example, a link between ideological similarity and policy diffusion (Grossback, NicholsonCrotty, and Peterson, 2004). In contrast the model considers a highly flexible notion of goal similarity and analyzes precisely why similarity should matter and how it interacts with other factors. Capacity is a second factor the model incorporates. It has previously appeared as “professionalism” and “attention” (Volden, 2006), and “size” (Shipan and Volden, 6



2008). Lastly, the model builds on recent work by considering variations in issues and policies in addition to variations in governments’ traits (Nicholson-Crotty, 2009; Volden and Makse, 2011). These traits include “observability” (increases diffusion) “trialability” (decreases diffusion) (Volden and Makse, 2011) and two versions of “complexity.” Issue “complexity,” similar to my conception below, speeds diffusion (Nicholson-Crotty, 2009), and policy “complexity” slows it (Volden and Makse, 2011). Along with consolidating these features, the model makes additional theoretical advances. It differs from Volden, Ting, and Carpenter’s (2008) model by allowing an infinite set of policies, implementing a broader notion of policy uncertainty, allowing actors to modify or “reinvent” known policies (e.g. Glick and Hays, 1991), and by focusing on questions of who learns, from whom, and how? Decision makers in Volden, Ting, and Carpenter’s (2008) model are making tradeoffs between a finite set of policies’ ideological dimensions (liberal conservative), and a valence effectiveness attribute. The model’s other innovation is its application of signals which are always partially invertible in continuous policy space (Callander, 2008) to policy diffusion. Many models of policy-outcome uncertainty, including some canonical models of expertise in principal-agent problems (Gilligan and Krehbiel, 1987, 1989, 1990), implicitly assume that actors can reverse engineer the uncertainty out of one location in policy space by observing another’s action in a different area of policy space. Recently, Callander (2008; 2011) has readdressed delegation problems and questions of policy experimentation by modeling the uncertainty as Brownian motion. I apply this innovative formalization which nicely and intuitively captures many elements of complicated policy choices to the policy diffusion context. It allows modeling situations in which knowing another’s action and goals tells an observer something, but not everything, about the first’s private information. In the delegation models, agents have more expertise than their principals. In the policy experimentation context, they can either keep their existing policies or try something different after learning from their own policies (Callander, 2011). In diffusion, some policy makers have more information than others 7



who can either adopt or modify existing policies. Information cascade models (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch, 1992, 1998), have demonstrated the importance of information invertibility and how information transfer affects outcomes. The model below is more concerned with problem solving strategies in policy areas in which signals are always partially invertible and in which one actor faces a decision after others have faced similar, but potentially different, ones. While the model is general, I provide initial support for it using the case of organizations responding to complex and ambiguous laws. In this application, the theory speaks to questions of legal implementation as actors convert abstract and distant legal changes into concrete practices. My approach differs substantially from most approaches to legal implementation questions. Most of the large multi-disciplinary literature focuses on the law’s bottom line impact on outcomes (e.g. Barnes and Burke, 2006; Birkby, 1966; Bond and Johnson, 1982; Dobbin et al., 1993; Edelman and Suchman, 1997; Feeley and Rubin, 1998; Gould, 2005; Gunningham, Thornton, and Kagan, 2005; Patric, 1957; Rosenberg, 1991; Silverstein, 1999; Sweet, 2004). Some focus on sanctions, incentives, and the limits of legal implementation (Rosenberg, 1991). Others point to the role that organizations play in mediating the law’s impact, the importance of reputation and other affirmative motivations, and even highlight diffusion and interdependence is legal responses.(e.g. Barnes and Burke, 2006; Dobbin and Kelly, 2007; Edelman, 1992; Gould, 2005). While many question the law’s ability to change outcomes, some of the studies in this second group have highlighted outcomes which confound approaches that assume fully informed independent actions. These findings include instances of convergence to similar non-obvious legal responses that exceed or meander off in unexpected directions from what the formal law or a sanction based approach may have implied (Dobbin and Kelly, 2007; Edelman and Suchman, 1997; Gunningham, Thornton, and Kagan, 2005; Kuperan and Sutinen, 1998; Prakash, 2001). The diversity of findings about legal impact offers a puzzle. Why are organizations all unresponsive at times while at others they all adopt the same “beyond compliance” policies? 8



Focusing on authority and preferences (e.g. Rosenberg, 1991), as much of the literature does, misses an important and systematic part of the story. Legal changes often compel difficult policy decisions at many affected actors at roughly the same time. Thus, legal response fits the policy diffusion context well. It is true that institutions responses and the law’s substantive impact are not the same thing. Nevertheless, there is surely a relationship between the two. Additionally, the line between policies and impacts is often blurry. For example, a university enlarging its admissions staff to conduct a thorough review of applicants’ files after an affirmative action case would be both a policy choice and a substantial impact irrespective of changes in the racial distribution of the incoming class.



2



Model Overview



The model considers the behavior of N actors (zi : i ∈ 1...N ). For simplicity, as in many policy models, governments and firms are treated as unitary actors. Each actor (zi ) faces a policy challenge and must contemplate a response. It can either enact a new policy (pi ) in R1 or retain the status quo (sq). The status quo produced an acceptable outcome previously, but may not anymore due to exogenous changes. Often, the status quo will be “no policy.” The new status quo outcome varies by actor depending on their status quo behavior and the changed conditions. Each policy pi produces an outcome oi ∈ R1 . Actors have ideal outcomes (o∗i ) and quadratic loss preferences around them. Ui (oi ) = −γi (oi − o∗i )2 where oi is zi ’s policy outcome and o∗i is its ideal outcome. The quadratic loss is multiplied by a parameter γi which represents the importance of the decision to the actor, or how much it has at stake. The same deviation from o∗i will be more costly for a larger γi . Risk aversion and quadratic loss preferences, which are canonical but not required (Bendor and Meirowitz, 2004), in many policy choice models, play an important role in the mimic vs. modify tradeoffs analyzed below. If large errors are especially undesirable, there are conditions under which policy makers will prefer to imitate a safe but imperfectly fitting policy. 9



Because complexity makes instituting policies an inexact science, the mapping from policies to outcomes is uncertain. For example, a policy might be a set of production and/or consumption incentives to encourage replacing old appliances with energy efficient ones. The outcome this policy produces might be the number of appliances actually replaced or the amount of energy saved per year in the jurisdiction. Policy makers will have imprecise beliefs about which policies produce which outcomes. A policy mapping function ψ(p) ∈ Ψ maps each policy (p) to an outcome (o). I represent the policy mapping function, and thus the policy uncertainty, by Brownian motion (Callander, 2008). Intuitively, Brownian motion is a path of random fluctuation with an underlying linear trend (µ). It zigs and zags noisily while “drifting” on average along the slope µ. Actors know that the policy map is a Brownian motion with drift µ and variance σ 2 , but they do not know the realization of ψ that nature has drawn. Intuitively, this formalization means that they know the direction that outcomes change with policies on average, and the reliability of this relationship. This representation of uncertainty is partially invertible (see below). Observing one policy-outcome pair reduces, but does not eliminate, uncertainty about other policies. One must invest in costly research Ri to learn the map’s realization ψ(p). Research costs are actor specific parameters which vary inversely with capacity. High capacity policy makers become informed relatively efficiently. Investing in research will enable an actor to set pi = p∗i to produce oi = o∗i which is its ideal outcome. Finally, actors also know others’ ideal outcomes and the distance (the difference) between their own ideal outcome and another’s (∆ij ). They thus know how similar others are to themselves, and how well another’s ideal policy would fit their own goals and constraints (see below). We may think of those with similar goals as policy peers. Below I consider a few permutations on the same basic setup. I focus on a late adopting actor who makes a policy choice after observing policies and outcomes from one or two early adopters. For example, in the two player case, player 1 (z1 ) with ideal outcome o∗1 , exposure γ1 , and research cost R1 , acts first. I focus on player two with similarly defined traits. The distance between their ideal outcomes is ∆12 = |o∗1 − o∗2 |. In this case for example, 1) nature 10



draws the realization of the policy map, 2) z1 is selected to act first and chooses a tactic, 3)z2 observes that z1 has acted, and whether it has enacted a new policy, 4) z2 updates beliefs about ψ and then chooses a tactic. Since z1 acts first, its payoff is independent of z2 ’s actions in the second stage. After first considering this two player case, I consider two different permutations in which multiple early adopters have acted while still focusing on the later policy maker who has the benefit of observing.



2.1



Elaboration: Partially Invertible Uncertainty



A key feature of the model is its representation of uncertainty. Each policy maker does not know exactly which policies produce which outcomes. I assume that a policy process ψ : P → O maps policy choices (P) on the real line to policy outcomes (O) on the real line. The canonical process (e.g. Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Gilligan and Krehbiel, 1987) in policy making models assumes that policies produce outcomes through an unknown linear shock ω drawn from a uniform distribution [−λ, λ] such that policy p produces an outcome o = p + ω. As Callander (2008) argues persuasively, this assumption inadequately captures policy complexity in many instances as it is invertible. If one actor becomes informed and learns ω, others can perfectly infer ω from the gap between the informed actors’ ideal outcome and her policy choice. For example, consider a professor trying to write a statistics exam that will take students a certain amount of time. We might imagine that the time it takes the students to complete an exam is a function of how long it takes the professor to do so. If this “shock” is constant (e.g. it takes students 30 minutes longer than it takes professors to complete the same exam), than the professor can always plan accurately after administering one exam and observing the 30 minute “shock.” On the other hand, if different types of exam questions lead to different time gaps, then the canonical model would break down as the shift would no longer be constant. The Brownian motion representation still allows the professor to learn from observing one 30 minute shock, and to utilize knowledge about the average relationship between student and teacher test taking times, while still incorporating 11



uncertainty and allowing it to vary with other factors. While signals are also partially invertible in information cascades (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch, 1992, 1998), these models do not directly apply to one actor trying to import a partially invertible signal from another’s decision context to her own. Following Callander’s uncertainty representation, I assume that an uninformed government can learn something, but not everything, by observing another’s policy. I do so by utilizing a Brownian motion policy-outcome mapping where policy makers know the underling linear trend (“drift” = µ) and the variance (σ 2 ) around it (figure 1, left panel). After observing that policy pj produces outcome oj (ψ(pj ) = oj ), an actor has updated and improved beliefs about other policies. Specifically, knowing that ψ(pj ) = oj , another policy p’s expected outcome is E[ψ(p)] = oj + µ(p − pj ) with variance var[ψ(p)] = |p − pj |σ 2 . This model of policy uncertainty is not only mathematically tractable, but has an intuitive interpretation (Callander, 2008). The expected value of policy p is just the slope of the line (the drift) multiplied by the distance from the known policy (p1 ) to policy p in a linear extrapolation (oj + µ(p − pj . The variance is growing proportionally to the distance (|p − pj |σ 2 ) to the unknown policy. There is more uncertainty the further one moves from a well understood policy to set a new one. The ratio



σ2 |µ|



indicates policy complexity. The larger the ratio,



the less one learns about the full mapping from observing one policy-outcome pair. This formalization allows actors to know roughly which direction to move from another’s policy to get to their own ideal outcome, and how far they should move. This approximates many real life situations. Less formally, I assume that actors know on average how, and how much, outcomes change with policies (the slope), and how predictable this relationship is (the variance). Observing an informed government’s policy choice reveals one point through which the function passes. To help with intuition, consider a boat floating in the ocean. We may know that it is drifting northeast with the current, but that stray waves, shifting puffs of wind, and other factors jostle it back and forth. If we spotted it once, and knew a point through which it passed, 12



we would have a better idea where to look for it later. On average we would expect to find it northeast of where it was spotted, but we also know that we should not expect to find it due northeast in any one instance.



2.2



Elaboration: Knowledge of Others’ Goals



While zi does not know the exact mapping from policy choices to outcomes, it does know others’ outcome preferences (o∗j for all j). Knowing its own outcome preferences and another’s, a policy maker knows the difference between them (∆ij = |o∗i − o∗j |). This distance can be thought of as goal similarity and may comprise factors such as population demographics, economic conditions, political ideology, and others. Small ∆ implies similar goals or that a pair of actors are “peers.” In most contexts, policy makers will generally know how similar they are to others. They will thus know, or at least have strong beliefs about, how well another’s optimal policy is likely to work for them. More generally, it is reasonable to expect that policy makers have a strong sense, without knowing anything about the actual policy, which other actors’ ideal policies will be relatively good fits.



3



Actions and Utility



I assume that a policy maker has four possible tactics when it can observe others first. 1) It can maintain the status quo policy. 2) It can invest in costly research to gather more information, eliminate uncertainty, and tailor a custom policy to achieve its ideal outcome. 3) It can mimic and follow another’s policy. 4) It can modify by starting with another’s policy but then altering it to move closer to its own ideal outcome. Mimicking is really a special case of modifying in which the optimal modification is no modification. For exposition I introduce them as two qualitatively different tactics, but modifying is really a spectrum with mimicking on one end. Often, the real comparison will be between modifying a little (approximately “mimicking”) and modifying a lot. Unlike the Volden, Ting, and Carpenter 13



(2008) model, I do not consider learning from one’s own experience though Callander (2011) does so in the Brownian motion framework in great detail. Some of these tactics build on the existing literature while others extend it substantially. More specifically, while many (e.g. Berry and Berry, 1990) speak to informational factors and learning in their “external determinants” of policy, they do not focus on capacity and the ability to make good policy choices independently when considering “internal determinants.” This model’s “tailor” option puts independent policy making into an informational context along with external policy influences. Additionally, formalizing mimicking and modifying, and considering the optimal magnitude of modifications, is a substantial advance to the literature which currently includes policy “imitation” and policy “reinvention” separately. In general, the expected utility of a tactic is −γi E[(Oj − o∗i )2 ] or −γi [(E(ψ(pi ) − o∗i )2 + V ar(ψ(pi )]. Specifically, the four possible actions and utilities are: 1. Status Quo (sq): Do nothing and maintain the status quo (even if the status quo is not having a policy). The status quo policy will be worse the more conditions change. For simplicity, I follow Callander (2008) and assume that q is drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval [−ci , ci ] where the width of the interval corresponds to the uncertainty about the old policy in the new environment.1 Therefore, zi0 s expected c2



utility from maintaining the status quo (EUi (sq)) is: −γi 3i . 2. Tailor: Pay the research cost Ri and learn the policy mapping function. Implement the policy that produces outcome o∗i such that EUi (tailor) = −Ri (Later I consider imperfect research which does not lead to achieving the ideal point). Tailoring may include things like cost benefit analysis, hearing expert testimony, and commissioning reports. These costs decrease with capacity. 1



I assume a delay in observing a policy’s outcome such that one does not immediately



learn the policy-outcome pair associated with the status quo. This is analogous to no or low “trialability” (Volden and Makse, 2011) 14



3. Mimic: Implement the same policy pj as another government zj and get its outcome. Mimicking produces an outcome exactly ∆ij away from one’s own ideal point because the government that follows gets the others’ ideal outcome producing a utility loss EUi (mimicj ) = −γi ∆2ij . 4. Modify: Observe another’s policy (pj ) and outcome (oj ). Attempt to implement a policy closer to one’s own ideal point after incompletely learning about the policy map like an instructor adapting a graduate level Congressional politics syllabus to an undergraduate context. This tactic is closely related to “experimentation” in Callander’s (2011) model when beliefs are “open ended.” In his model, one learns from one’s own policy choices and may experiment by moving away from a policy outcome pair that it has already achieved. When modifying, a policy maker still has choice about which policy to implement. Assuming, without loss of generality (the details of the “modify” derivations are in the online appendix), that µ and (o∗i − o∗j ) (the distance ∆ij between i and j’s ideal outcomes) are positive, the expected utility of implementing policy pi which produces outcome oi = ψ(pi ) after observing that ψ(pj ) = o∗j is EU (pi ) = −γi [µ(pi −pj )−∆ij ]2 − γi (pi − pj )σ 2 . We optimize this expression to identify the optimal modified policy p˙∗i and its expected utility. ∆ij σ2 p˙∗i = pj + − 2 µ 2µ



(1)



∆ij σ 2 σ4 EU (p∗i˙ ) = −γi [ − 2] µ 4µ



(2)



Intuitively, the optimal modified policy will be closer to the well understood one than it would be without uncertainty. The pj +



∆ij µ



component is exactly what one would do to



get to o∗i if the policy mapping was linear with slope µ (because pj +



∆ij µ



= pj + µ(pi − pj )



in expectation). Because of the uncertainty and risk aversion (quadratic loss), simply extrapolating from a known point is not the optimal way to modify. Instead, a policy maker should shade their policy toward the safe and known one. Formally, this manifests in subtracting the variance term which is multiplied by the jump from the known policy. The more 15



complex the issue, the less one should wander from a well understood policy. Thus, altered policies should be relatively conservative (closer to the known policy than the ideal point gap suggests they would be without uncertainty), particularly when issues are more complex.



Proposition 1.1 - Optimal modifying as a function of similarity and complexity:



When modifying, choose the optimal policy according to equation 1. To get to



this optimal policy one should move in the direction of one’s ideal from the existing policy, but by an amount less than the difference in goals (|∆ij |). The distance one should move from the known policy will decrease with issue complexity making modified policies more “conservative” in more complicated environments.



The intuition behind the four tactics is straightforward. Since mastering a policy area wrought with complexity and ambiguity is costly, the propensity to do so depends on how efficiently one can tailor. Those with more capacity, or more to lose by not learning, are more likely to invest. Some cannot afford to do so but may benefit from the fact that there are others facing the same challenges. One can adopt a policy which another has enacted, or begin with another’s policy, learn from it, and then move toward one’s own ideal outcome. The former offers the security of a proven policy that is understood. The latter offers the ability to apply what one learns from another to customize a policy for improved fit. Mimicking (or a small modification) produces ill fitting policies with bounded downside, while larger modifications risk larger errors while offering better fits in expectation. The downside of the first is that the policy which works well for another’s circumstances might not fit one’s own very well. The downside of the second is that one can easily make errors trying to translate another’s ideal policy to fit one’s own situation. Ideally one can find a well informed peer who has the same goals. Frequently this is not the case. 16



4



Two Policy Makers: Sequential Decisions



While quite simple, this two player model helps us get at many of the important decisions a policy maker has to make and at the decisions which lead to policy diffusion. This section produces intuitive, but previously under-investigated, propositions about who is more likely to learn from others and how they are likely to learn. This includes an enhanced understanding of how institutional capacity and issue complexity affect the propensity to learn. It also comprises a rigorous analysis of when actors are likely to mimic others, leading to the diffusion of virtually identical policies, and when they are more likely to modify a known policy leading the spread of similar, but relatively more different, policies. The basic setup is delineated in the “Model Overview” above. z1 simply chooses between research and maintaining the status quo. This is similar to a case in which many governments act independently and cannot observe each other. This simple analysis follows directly from the derivations of the four tactics above. It can begin to help us identify governments that are relatively likely to innovate and design their own policies, and those that are more likely to rely on social learning tactics to make difficult policy decisions. c2



Tailoring is preferred to the status quo when: Ri ≤ γi 3i (direct comparison of EUi (sq) to EUi (tailor) from above). Intuitively, a government’s likelihood of tailoring a new custom policy is increasing in capacity (decreasing research costs R), and increasing in the importance of the issue (γi ). It is also increasing in the amount that exogenous changes shock the status quo’s efficacy (c). Proposition 2.1 - Capacity and independent policy making: A low capacity or c2



exposure policy maker (Ri > γi 3i (R inversely related to capacity)) is less likely to tailor. Proposition 2.2 - Shocks and independent research: The more that the changed environment upsets its status quo policy (larger c2i ), the more likely a policy maker is to tailor. If z1 maintains the status quo, z2 learns nothing from it and faces the same choice. The more interesting case occurs when z1 researches and changes its policy and then z2 17



gets to make its decision. This existing policy reveals that policy p1 produces outcome o1 = o∗1 . First, we can focus on the interesting conditional tradeoffs between mimicking and modifying. The key question for government two is, when is modifying government one’s policy better than mimicking it? This is the tradeoff between a safe policy which produces another’s ideal outcome, and one which is closer to the policy maker’s own ideal in expectation, but with risk. We can relax the assumption that the same policy produces the same outcome in a different context and still get the same intuition though it will shift the mimic and modify tradeoffs towards modifying. The easiest way to solve for government two’s indifference between mimicking and modifying is to return to the optimal p˙∗i equation: p˙∗2 = p1 +



∆21 µ



−



σ2 2µ2



(equation 1). Because µ and ∆21 are positive by construction, p2 must



be greater than p1 . This is only true, and there is only a gain to modifying, when Thus, mimicking is preferred to modifying when: ∆21 ≤



σ2 . 2µ



∆21 µ



≥



σ2 . 2µ2



Failing this condition



means that the best “modified” policy is actually one which is not altered at all. Nearly failing it means the optimal modification is a small one. We can reach the same indifference condition by comparing the expected utility of mimicking (EUi (mimicj ) = −γi ∆2ij ) to the utility of the optimal modification (equation 2). After rearranging we can see that the utility 2



σ 2 ) = 0. of the best modified policy is equal to the expected utility of mimicking when (∆21 − 2µ



Thus, when ∆21 =



σ2 , 2µ



the best altered policy is one which is not altered at all.



2



σ ) increases, or ∆ decreases, the optimal modification converges towards As complexity ( |µ|



mimicking. Altering more rather than less is more attractive when the two governments’ 2



goals are very different (large ∆), and when issues are less complex (small | σµ |). The intuition is straightforward. A safe, existing, and well understood policy (mimicking) looks less and less attractive when it was made to satisfy a vastly different policy maker’s goals (large ∆21 ). In practical terms, governments are relatively likely to borrow ideas more or less directly from similar “peers,” and more likely to alter substantially when learning from less similar “non-peers.” Additionally, the more complex and uncertain an issue area is, the more can go wrong when modifying. In these cases, similar to satisficing (e.g. Simon, 1978), a 18



well understood policy, even one known to be relatively distant from one’s ideal outcome, is relatively more attractive. The more one might err, the lower the “satisfactory” bar. Finally, all else equal, a government would rather learn from another that is similar to itself. Of course the late adopter could eschew both options and either maintain the status quo or invest in research to tailor. First, consider the decision between tailoring one’s own policy and learning from another’s. If mimicking is better than modifying, one will choose to research and tailor instead of mimic when R2 < γ2 ∆221 . If modifying is better than 4



σ mimicking, one will choose to research and tailor when R2 < γ2 [ 4µ 2 −



∆21 σ 2 ]. µ



In both cases,



higher capacity governments (lower R) are more likely to tailor. Governments are less likely to tailor when they can learn from a similar and well informed peer (small ∆). Modifying will be particularly attractive when the issue is less complex. In practice, these decisions need not be dichotomous. Policy makers can consult multiple sources and use a variety of tactics. Thus, the analysis may often speak to the relative balance of independent and interdependent sources and influence in substantive applications.2 Proposition 3.1 - Capacity and learning: Higher capacity policy makers are more likely 4



σ to research and tailor in lieu of learning from others (Ri < γi ∆2ij or Ri < γi [ 4µ 2 −



∆ij σ 2 ]). µ



Lower capacity policy makers are more likely to rely on learning from others. Proposition 3.2 - Goal similarity and learning: All else equal, whether mimicking or modifying, policy makers prefer to learn from those who have similar goals: (The expected utilities of mimicking −γi ∆2ij , and modifying −γi [



∆ij σ 2 µ



−



σ4 ], 4µ2



are decreasing with ∆ij ).



Proposition 3.3 - Conditional mimicking and modifying:



Policy makers are more



likely to modify when learning from another that is relatively dissimilar and when issues 2



While beyond the scope of this paper, the same logic applies when industry associations



or other third parties proffer policy ideas or model policies. There is still an existing policy idea to follow (or alter), and others’ likelihood of doing so will depend on the same variables as it would if the policy came from another actor that is actually facing the problem. These parties’ role as a diffusion pathway is likely underappreciated in the literature. 19



are less complex (∆ij ≥



σ2 ). 2µ



They are more likely to mimic, or at least modify by a



small amount, when learning from another that is more similar and when issues are more complex (∆21 



4.1



σ2 ). 2µ



Informational Availability and Learning



Thus far, the analysis has largely set aside variation in the amount of information available. The theoretical approach has implications for variation in the rationality of learning as a function of the amount of policy information available. That is, we can easily extend the logic to variation across policy issues and areas (Nicholson-Crotty, 2009; Volden and Makse, 2011). The less policy information is available, the more learning we should observe and the more support we should find for other learning propositions. Similarly, when others, particularly authoritative sources of policy information such as courts, agencies, the federal government, or surpra-national organizations provide concrete policy guidance we should see less learning from others.



Proposition 3.5 - Issue specific informational availability: The importance of learning from others, and thus evidence in support of the other propositions, should increase when there is less other policy guidance available.



5



Extensions: Three Policy Makers



Thus far, the analysis has assumed only one other government to learn from. It has also assumed that those who research and implement custom policies perfectly achieve their ideal outcomes. This section relaxes these assumptions. First, it considers tradeoffs between similarity and competence by modeling an actor choosing one of two other policies to learn 20



from while introducing noise into the observations of policies and outcomes. I assume that policy makers infer a policy’s likely effectiveness at meeting the goals it is supposed to meet by looking at its source rather than by observing its long run quality. More concretely, capacity not only affects one’s propensity to make policy independently but it also affects one’s ability to do so effectively. These considerations are particularly relevant when one’s peers are less expert and more likely to err than higher capacity non-peers. In a second extension, I consider how actors can learn from two other policies by forming more precise beliefs about policies and outcomes using a “Brownian bridge”(Callander, 2011). Rigorously investigating the possibility of learning from multiple other policies is also a substantial innovation to the literature which mostly focuses on choices about whether or not to adopt one particular policy.



5.1



Imperfect Learning



To this point, a policy maker could infer the relationship between a policy (pj ) and its outcome (oj ) perfectly. To relax the assumption that policy-outcome pairs are what actors think they are, I now assume that one may err when implementing a policy even after tailoring. This produces noise around the signal of the relationship between a particular policy and its associated outcome. An actor now observes a signal of its optimal policyoutcome pair, but mistakenly implements a different policy which it thinks produces its ideal outcome. Now, the relationship between a policy and its outcome is noisy even after tailoring. These imperfections will vary from actor to actor. Those with more capacity might make fewer errors when they invest to tailor their own policies. Formally, pj (which is perfectly observed) produces outcome oj + j where j is normally p distributed with mean zero and variance τj2 . (The expected magnitude of j is τj 2/π). This noise varies by policy maker, its distribution is common knowledge, and it is a trait of the implementer not the observer (hence the j subscript). Some (e.g. high capacity) learn more precisely than others. j will be zero for those that do learn perfectly as in the previous 21



cases. The actor makes its best effort to implement pj to produce o∗j , but it may actually achieve a sub-optimal outcome oj 6= o∗j .3 The outcome it achieves is now the new random variable Oj which is equal to the sum of the standard policy mapping function ψ(p) and the additional noise (Oj = ψ(pj ) + j ). There are now two sources of uncertainty: the variance in the policy mapping function, and the variance of the imperfect learning. I denote the combined variance, the variance of Oj , Sj2 = σ 2 + τj2 . σ 2 is the Brownian motion variance and τj2 is the variance of actor-specific implementation error.4 Incorporating imperfect learning changes the expected utility of both mimicking and modifying. Recall, the general the expected value of a tactic is −γi E[(Oj − o∗i )2 ]. Thus, the expected utilities of the mimicking and modifying are EUi (mimicj ) = −γi ∆2ij − τj2 and 4



σ EUi (modif yj ) = −γi [ 4µ 2 −



∆ij σ 2 µ



− τj2 ] These expressions are very similar to those in the



two player game except that they include the additional uncertainty from τj2 . We can now consider the case where two policy makers have tailored but with different precisions. A third can choose which of them to learn from.



5.2



Choosing One of Two Sources Under Imperfect Learning



The setup here is virtually identical to the two player model above except two actors have previously made policies and I allow them to make mistakes. Here we consider three actors (z1 , z2 , and z3 ) with parameters defined as above. We assume that z2 and z3 have already acted and that z1 can learn from them. There are now two relevant difference parameters. The first, ∆12 is the goal similarity between player one and policy maker two. The second, ∆13 is the goal similarity between players one and three. Additionally, to incorporate different 3



This implicitly assumes that there is a delay in realizing the true utility a policy produces



which seems especially reasonable in complicated policy choices. 4 This observation error does not affect the increments of the Brownian path. It is not variance in the Brownian motion. It is variance in one’s estimate of the value of ψ(p) at some value of p. 22



learning precisions, assume that z3 implements its ideal outcome after tailoring (no noise, τ32 = 0), and z2 implements with expected error 2 as above. z2 is less informative while z3 is more expert. We assume that z2 and z3 act early and tailor, that z1 observes, and then chooses one of them to learn from. Analysis: The difference between the utility of mimicking z2 and the utility of mimicking z3 is a simple tradeoff between goal similarity and precision. Since there is only utility lost from the observation error when learning from policy maker two, following the imperfect learner z2 ’s policy is preferred to following z3 , the perfect learner, when −∆12 − τ22 ≥ −∆13 . The difference between the utility of modifying z2 ’s and z3 ’s policies is slightly more complex. Modifying the imperfect learner’s policy (p2 ) is preferred to modifying p3 , the perfect 4



σ learner’s, when −γ1 [ 4µ 2 −



∆12 σ 2 µ



4



σ − τ22 ] > −γ1 [ 4µ 2 −



∆13 σ 2 ] µ



Rearranging both, we can see that



mimicking or modifying the imperfect learner’s policy is preferred when: M imic : ∆13 − ∆12 ≥ τ22



(3)



M odif y :



σ2 [∆13 − ∆12 ] > τ22 µ



To analyze these tradeoffs we must consider two possible cases: Either policy maker three, which is more informed, is also more similar to policy maker one than policy maker two is, or policy maker two is more similar. If policy maker three, no errors, is at least as similar to policy maker one as policy maker two (errors) is, policy maker one will always learn from policy maker three. The left side of the condition for learning from policy maker two (equation 3 or 4) will always be negative if ∆13 < ∆12 and the condition will be unachievable. Simply and intuitively, if the more similar policy maker is also more informed, learn from the more similar policy maker. If policy maker two is the more similar peer (∆13 ≥∆12 ), policy maker one faces a choice between learning from a less informed peer or a more informed non-peer. For example, if larger and more professional, policy making bodies are well informed, smaller ones will face choices between learning from them and learning from those who may have more similar characteristics. In this case, a government will prefer to modify from a peer according to the condition in equation 4 (or 3 in the case of mimicking). The likelihood of modifying 23



(4)



from the less informed peer is increasing in the similarity gap between the two (large ∆13 −∆12 ), increasing with increases in the peer’s learning precision (small τ22 ), and increasing in the issue complexity (large



σ2 ). µ



When one’s goals are reasonably close to a non-peer’s, or



when a non-peer has a large expertise advantage over a peer, learn from non-peers. These relationships are a bit tricky because they may be negatively correlated. The noise with which the lower capacity learners implement policies may increase in the complexity of the issue. The high capacity non-peers who are more informed may be especially well informed on those issues so “all else equal” tradeoffs may be relatively rare in this instance. Proposition 4.1 - High capacity learning from high capacity: Policy makers with high capacity peers to learn from will not learn from lower capacity non-peers (equations 3 and 4 cannot be satisfied when ∆13 < ∆12 ). Proposition 4.2 - Conditional low capacity learning sources: The likelihood of learning from (equation 3 or 4) a less informed peer (relative to a more expert non-peer) will increase, all else equal, with the relative dissimilarity of expert non-peers (∆13 − ∆12 ), with the relative precision of the peer’s learning (smaller τ22 ), and with issue complexity 2



( σµ , altering only).



5.3



Learning From Two Policies



In the previous section, policy makers had to choose which other actor’s policy to learn from. This analysis offered insight into the tradeoffs between goal similarity and expertise. This extension considers how one can learn from multiple existing policies. In practice, policy makers rarely have to choose one and only one other government to learn from. Knowing more than one policy-outcome pair can help an actor triangulate and better identify her optimal action in some cases. Formally, knowing two points which span one’s ideal (one outcome on the left and one on the right) allows one to construct a “Brownian bridge” in which the noisy policy map is “tied down” at two endpoints (Callander, 2011). While most of the technical details are relegated to the web-appendix, the intuition is very accessible. 24



For example, knowing what policies a more liberal state and a more conservative one have adopted in a particular area can offer more information to a moderate state than only observing one of their policies. Brownian bridge analysis is central to Callander’s (2011) analysis of policy experimentation and some results here are derived there as well. I apply it to learning from others, but the ideas are similar. The government’s decision to experiment in his work parallels the decision to modify another’s policy in the diffusion context. Consider z1 ’s behavior when z2 and z3 have already acted, researched, and implemented policies to achieve their ideal outcomes o∗2 and o∗3 respectively. Assume that, as in the right panel of figure 1, z1 ’s ideal outcome is 0, that o∗2 is negative, and that o∗3 is positive (o∗2 < o∗1 = 0 < o∗3 ) such that the two known outcomes span z1 ’s ideal. Also assume that z2 and z3 implement their ideal policies precisely (τ22 , τ32 =0). Lastly, assume that z2 has more similar goals (∆12 < ∆13 ). z1 knows that the Brownian path passes through o∗2 and o∗3 and proceeds with the expected variation between them. These new constraints on the path allow for updated, and more precise, beliefs about the policy map for policies along the bridge. The conditional expectation and variance for a policy p1 spanned by the bridge are: E[ψ(p1 )] = o2 + M (p1 − p2 )



(5)



var[ψ(p1 )] =



(p1 − p2 )(p3 − p1 ) 2 σ (o3 − o2 )



−o2 M is the slope of the line segment connecting the two ends of the bridge ( po33 −p ). Knowing 2



two ends of the bridge provides information about local slope (and the conditional expectation of outcomes) which is more precise than the overall drift parameter µ. The expected value of the function along the bridge is the linear interpolation between the two endpoints. The variance is a fraction of the overall Brownian motion variance. Because one knows the endpoints for sure, the variance is zero at either end. It peaks halfway between them. Because knowing two points reduces uncertainty between them, it will increase the propensity to modify when one’s ideal outcome is between two known points. To investigate how the bridge affects the mimic or modify tradeoff, we can take the derivatives of the expression for the expected utility along the bridge to identify the conditions for modifying. With an ideal 25



(6)



outcome o∗1 = 0 (and assuming γ1 = 1 for simplicity), the expected utility of a policy p1 is: EU1 (p1 ) = −[o2 + M (p1 − p2 )]2 −



(p1 −p2 )(p3 −p1 ) 2 σ . p3 −p2



Modifying to make new policy along the bridge is preferred to mimicking the closer end point ((p2 , o2 ) by construction) when the second derivative is negative (implying a unique optimal policy), and the first derivative is positive at p2 (implying that the endpoint p2 is not this unique optimum). It turns out that the first derivative is the stronger constraint and there is an optimal modified policy along the bridge, when 2∆12 >



σ2 . M



one policy to learn from, modifying was preferred to mimicking when ∆12 >



With only σ2 . µ



We can



see that all else equal, the bridge doubles the likelihood of modifying through the 2 on the left hand side. Modifying, and the magnitude of modifications, increase when the bridge 2



spans (the ∆s) a wider range of outcomes and when the complexity along the bridge ( σM ) is relatively low. When a policy maker observes two relatively similar policies producing vastly different outcomes she has a lot to gain from modifying and choosing a new policy between the two. Additionally, since having an ideal outcome along the span will make one more likely to modify, those with middle of the road goals will be more likely to modify. Those on the extremes will be more likely to mimic a relatively close known policy. Finally, and intuitively, the optimal policy (which we can identify by setting the first derivative to zero and rearranging into a messy expression) and outcome along the bridge will be closer to (p2 , o2 ) than to (p3 , o3 ) (Callander, 2011). Proposition 5.1 - Increased modifying from two known policies: All else equal, knowing a second policy-outcome pair will double the likelihood of modifying vs. mimicking relative to knowing only one policy-outcome pair. After observing two pairs of policies and outcomes (p2 , o2 ) and (p3 , o3 ) with certainty, a policy maker with an ideal outcome between the two of them will enact a modified policy when 2∆12 >



σ2 . M



M is the slope of the line



segment connecting the two points and ∆12 is the goal difference from policy maker two which is a more similar peer. Proposition 5.2 - Distance between known policies and modifying: The larger the 26



difference in two known outcomes when one is on each side of a policy maker’s ideal, the more likely the policy maker with moderate goals is to modify.



6



Discussion: Implications for Empirical Research



A full accounting of the model’s empirical implications is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is important to briefly discuss some ways in which its stylized theory can guide applied research. Here, I quickly highlight some examples of empirical implications which point the literature in substantially different directions from its prevailing approach. In this case, deductive theory does two things for empirical research. First, as theory is supposed to do, it points to specific associations and regularities that empirical research can test. Many of these implications are quite intuitive, at least in hindsight. Nevertheless, few, if any, of them have been investigated in systematic ways before. Despite the rather large diffusion literature, we still know very little about, for example, the conditions under which one would mimic another’s policy and when one would modify it. Theory’s second contribution in this instance is more general. The model suggests that there are substantial limits and limitations to conventional empirical diffusion methods. The theory points to some new ways to study and identify diffusion effects and mechanisms. Almost all empirical work focuses on the diffusion of particular policies. The model suggests that future empirical work should focus on diffusion, or lack thereof, in particular policy areas. It largely speaks to the content of policies rather than their adoption. In nearly all existing studies, the investigator picks one policy (or a very small number of policies) which she knew became popular. She then investigates the traits of the adopting and nonadopting policy makers to test and identify variables that affect the likelihood of adopting the policy of interest. The theory strongly implies that trying to model the variables that affect a policy maker’s propensity to adopt a particular policy which is known to have become popular can only get us so far. Some of the important action in policy diffusion manifests in 27



the policies that spread along with those that do not. Empirical work should move away from studying one policy and many actors, to studying many actors in one or more policy areas, and/or one actor in many policy areas. Selecting a policy area in which one expects policy action due to exogenous shocks, new technologies, or salient crises, but without knowing exactly which policies governments enacted, would be very fruitful. One could then identify the universe of plausible options based on the early adopters and see which of these policies diffuse and which do not as a function of the early adopters’ traits such as capacity and similarity. For example, the financial crisis forced all states to reconsider their budgets and decide on cuts. Traditional methods might pick one program and ask whether states cut it. Alternatively, and consistent with the model above, one could identify the first waves of cuts before states had full opportunities to learn from their neighbors, as well as subsequent cuts in subsequent budgets. Now, rather than looking for increased adoption of the “cut X” policy, one could look for increased similarity in suites of cuts and to which others converged. Many of the model’s key predictions concern the effects of complexity and the mimickingmodifying tradeoffs. All else equal, complexity will reduce the distance that later adopters move from earlier adopter’s policies. This implication speaks to important substantive questions such as how much early adopters’ decisions will influence others’ policies and how much “misfit” diffusion will create. These important predictions point to the need to study multiple actors in multiple policy areas. To look for evidence of optimal modifying as a function of issue complexity one could pick two (or more) policy areas and collect each state’s policy and the time it was implemented. Now, instead of looking for adoptions of one particular policy in these areas, one would be looking at the variation in policy choices. All else equal, one should see more variation around the first (or perhaps most high profile) policy in the less complex policy areas as governments will be more willing to modify these policies by larger amounts when outcomes are more certain. This same approach could also test the predictions concerning capacity and tailoring. Given a set of policies, it is more likely that a higher capacity later adopter will adopt a policy which is more deviant from common 28



practices. This follows from the logic of tailoring since higher capacity governments are more likely to tailor a custom policy and less likely to rely on learning from others. Similar data could potentially test the predictions concerning learning from multiple policies. The Brownian bridge analysis implies that having others with policies to learn from on both sides of one’s goals increases the likelihood of modifying. By extension, policy makers who likely have more extreme policy goals are more likely to imitate a reasonably close policy. Given policy areas with multiple early policy models, one should see, all else equal, actors with relatively extreme goals more likely to imitate one of the early models. For example, one could investigate these propositions by augmenting the aforementioned study of state budget cuts with data concerning new state laws concerning lending standards and consumer protections. The 2008 financial crisis catalyzed action in both areas and one could exploit differences in issue complexity and in the traits of the early adopters. One could do something similar using town level data in response to policies instigated by changes in state law, concerning, for example, school curriculum and conservation policy. The model also implies broadening the scope of empirical diffusion methods to include techniques ranging from laboratory experiments to qualitative interviews. While this advice is generic, it is especially applicable in this context because of identification problems, multiple mechanisms, and other confounds. Testing some of the nuanced predictions about optimal modifying, similarity, and complexity is very feasible in the experimental lab. Of course there are shortcomings to investigating policy diffusion among elite institutions with individuals in the lab, but controlled experiments do allow one to alter the decision environment in ways exactly consistent with theory. One only needs to vary the complexity of a decision after giving a participant another’s policy choice and the outcome it produced. Participants’ policies should be closer to the one given to them when the decision task is more difficult for example. At the same time, the theory suggests that policy diffusion is an area which could benefit from supplementing large N observational studies with qualitative and/or self-report data 29



about policy making processes. Diffusion is a process and the outcomes that most empirical work can observe are, at best, imperfect indicators of the process. Understanding diffusion mechanisms requires getting inside policy decisions. Methods such as interviews and surveys can better capture detailed information about which inputs (e.g. which other governments’ policies) were influential in a policy making process and when policy makers relied more on independent analysis. Many policy makers are likely happy to describe the decision processes and the sources of information behind important policies in relatively accurate detail. The important part of these descriptions would be the importance of various sources and policy making tactics. Additionally, in some cases where policy inputs are publicly observable one might be able to do a similar analysis using observational data. For example, one could examine the content of committee hearings in legislatures or school boards and observe how often others’ policies are mentioned compared to how often sources such as expert consultants and original research appear in the policy making history. While higher capacity actors may use more of all tactics, we should see lower capacity policy makers rely relatively more on diffusion while higher capacity policy makers rely relatively more on independent customized policies. If one could measure the impact of sources’ influence on policy decisions, others’ policies should compose more of the total influence for lower capacity actors. In contrast, sources consistent with independent policy making such as experts, consultants, quantitative studies, predictive analysis, and others, would matter more for higher capacity governments.
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Empirical Support: College and University Interviews



Without implementing a full-fledged test of the model’s predictions, I can briefly offer some initial empirical support while introducing an important and underappreciated application. This support comes from conversational interviews I conducted with college and university attorneys about how their institutions decided how to respond to the rules and regulations that affect them. These decisions are integral to shaping the law’s practical meaning and 30



impact, but remain understudied. They also span the model’s applications by tying to governance, policy, and industrial organization. Finally, legal implementation is an area in which we might expect learning from others to play an important role. The law prompts many actors to face the same challenges at similar times and provides natural opportunities for learning and interdependent decisions. At a general level, we should observe actors making thoughtful decisions about when they learn, who they learn from, and how they learn from them. While not designed to offer a comprehensive test, the open ended conversations with college and university attorneys are largely supportive of the model. They are also highly supportive of the broader thesis that learning is an important mechanism in legal implementation.



Understanding organizational processes and decision making is difficult. While we can make some inferences from external evidence, it is often necessary to observe directly or rely on participants’ descriptions of their own actions. I conducted 20 conversational interviews with college and university attorneys and administrators. I choose this industry because I suspected that 1) university personnel would be relative willing to participate, and 2) that the legal issues that universities confront are relatively interesting and accessible to an academic audience (additional information in the online appendix). Moreover, university attorneys also have exposure to a variety of issues and broad purviews into their institutions’ behavior. Finally, higher education offers great institutional diversity which provides visibility into the ways that organizations account for differences within their industries. I talked to representatives from private research powerhouses, public flagship schools, a community college, small liberal arts colleges, and other institutions reflecting the industry’s heterogeneity. The interviews were unstructured and exploratory. I planned on 30 minute conversations but in many cases the discussion carried on for longer. A typical interview lasted around 45 minutes. The longest approached two hours and the shortest around 20 minutes. 31



7.1



Interview Findings



In general, the interviews leave little room for doubt that institutions do not merely rely on their own independent analysis when responding to the law. Many expressed enthusiasm for the collaborative way, directly and through their association, that they solve legal problems. One university counsel said, “there is a lot of sharing and we probably end up with a lot of policies that look very similar.” While I cannot produce a set of summary statistics, only one of twenty respondents emphatically said that he rarely relies on what others have done. Moreover, he described himself as an “outlier” and said that his “junior counsel does lots of benchmarking and is probably more effective because of it.” One interview subject after another emphasized the desire to avoid “doing it yourself,” “reinventing the wheel,” or “whole clothing it.” Many were quite proud that they did not do these things. They said things like “we do not reinvent the wheel here at —.” Another attorney said that “benchmarking is a big part of this analysis.” Another said rather colorfully, “is your ego so big that you refuse to ask for help?” He also said: “it would be very unlikely for us to devise a policy on our own.” Finally, consistent with the sequential choice models, one attorney at a mid-sized private institution said, “we monitor the situation when things are ambiguous. There is no need for — University to be out front on these issues. We’ll wait and see how the bigger, more complex places deal with them, and if the industry is going that way, we’ll hear about it because they’re doing it.” Importantly, the interviews captured more than general notions of learning, benchmarking, and collaboration across institutions. Respondents consistently evinced awareness of the potential for mindless following. They discussed learning from peers and non-peers depending on the relative similarity and expertise of the two types of organizations. They also discussed mimicking in some cases, and modifying in others. The role of similarity and choices between learning from peers and better informed nonpeers are central to the model. Respondents were able to relate why they looked to those most similar to themselves in some instances, and to those that were well informed, but more 32



different, in others. The importance of “fit,” and the fact that there may not be one right policy for the whole industry, were regular themes. As one interviewee said, “a key factor is workability, you do not want a bunch of “paper tigers,” and looking at what similar schools have done indicates what will fit and work.” Many evinced great sophistication in how they decide from whom they will try to learn. Best evincing sophisticated thinking about policy fit, a small women’s college said that it uses multiple comparator groups. On some issues, such as those concerning the faculty, they benchmark other geographically proximate liberal arts colleges. On student life and educational matters they usually benchmark other women’s colleges. Similarly, an attorney at a school that has a larger athletic department than many of its academic peers said that “we have about 30 peers that we look to but we would not look to many of them on athletics issues.” Of course, the model also suggests conditions when actors will learn from less similar, but more expert, “non-peers.” Specifically, they will do so when the preference gaps between the two on an issue are relative small, or when the expertise gap between peers and non-peers is relatively large. One attorney said that when thinking about intellectual property issues, he looked at “institutions like Duke, Harvard, and UPenn because places with lots of resources are always good places to look.” Another, who largely talked about peers, said that “you also look to see who has the best ideas. You look at the big boys.” He cited the importance of Cal-Tech and MIT in areas like technology export control law. He also pointed to the importance of legal capacity by saying that “well resourced places, tend to have done more thinking and analysis,” and that “large offices are probably more thorough.” Similarly, an attorney at a private university said that when it comes to issues like scientific research and patents, her institution “looks less at research peers and more at the big guys, those who have dealt with it the most. We have a much smaller research program than Stanford or Berkeley but we look at them. Even though we’re on a much smaller scale, they influence us.” Moreover, they have nuanced notions of expertise which depend on issues. As one counselor said, “you wouldn’t look at Cal-Tech or MIT for athletics, but you would look at 33



them for patents or export control laws.” As another said, “you wouldn’t look at Cal-Tech or MIT for athletics, but you would look at them for patents or export control laws.” The model’s other predictions largely relate to choices about mimicking and modifying as functions of similarity and complexity. The interviews, while not providing a direct test, again provide support for the learning theory. The interviews suggest that colleges and universities are well aware of when they are learning from a policy likely to meet their needs, and when they are learning from an institution which made its policy for a very different context. Nicely illuminating this logic was the attorney who said that on technical issues there is “probably even more cutting and pasting” while on social issues, customizing policies to match varying local environments is important and common. In another example, referring to learning from high capacity elites, one attorney said, “we won’t just copy what they (industry elites) do though. They will affect the direction, but we won’t just enact their policies if they are so much different from us.” Another, an attorney for a small liberal arts college said that there is not one list of “market setters” which his school would “follow blindly... Just because Princeton and Harvard have complex policies about IP and inventions doesn’t mean everyone will.” While there were references to mimicking, many of the attorneys’ descriptions of their institutions’ decision processes sounded more like modifying, often by substantial amounts. For example, in research related issues, schools with smaller research programs said that they would not simply copy an institution like Johns Hopkins. Instead, they would begin with Hopkins’ policy and then scale it to fit. As one attorney said “you look at what they’re doing, but may have to tailor to the different circumstances.” Speaking about institutional review boards, one said “for IRBs, we looked to what the big time research places do and then scaled it down. We figured, they deal with this a lot. They are worried about people dying. We are more comfortable looking at their standards even though the context is very different.” Similarly, an attorney representing a liberal arts college summarized the process through which his institution devised new harassment grievance procedures. “We went online and 34



grabbed policies from other places, bigger places. Their policies were too cumbersome and required a bigger school and bureaucracy so we pared them down to fit.” Similarly, referring to MIT and patent law an attorney said, “it’s a totally different context for them. Of course we’re interested in how they do things but they have lawyers dealing with patents all day long...They’re good for getting the approach and ideas but you have to make it fit...Not everyone can realistically do what MIT does.”



In sum, while only providing a partial, indirect, and qualitative test, the interview evidence does lend credence to the model. They also bolster the broader claim that understanding institutional learning is important to understanding legal impact and implementation. The open ended discussions offered practitioners the opportunity to describe, in detail, how they actually make decisions. 20 interview respondents consistently described the importance of learning from others, its helpfulness in navigating complexity, and the thought processes behind when to learn, and from whom. Schools, especially those with less capacity, cited the importance of learning from others. They described modifying in some cases and mimicking in others. They also suggested that they will modify more when learning from vastly different institutions and that they were aware of the tradeoffs between learning from peers and higher capacity non-peers. Of course, they also suggested other factors that affect their decisions including the desire to keep up with best practices for reputation reasons and the tendency to learn from other lawyers they know and trust regardless of institution. These would all be elements of an even richer account. Nevertheless, as an initial examination of the key elements and predictions of the model, these interviews offer substantial support. They also point to the value of conducting this type of research for understanding learning, policy making, and legal impact. 35
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Conclusion



The model above advances the literature in multiple directions by combining a number of attributes of learning and decision making that have been absent from previous theories with findings from previously unconnected empirical work. Among these advances are its use of Brownian motion to model signals which are always partially invertible and vary in complexity, its use of continuous policy options and goals, its analysis of mimicking and modifying, and its focus on the impact of variations in goal similarity and capacity. More generally, it broadens the literature by shifting the unit of analysis to policy areas from particular policies and by turning the focus to policy knowledge diffusion. It suggests that not only may a relatively small set of actors devise original policies which others will learn from, but that these patterns of influence will be predictable. Thus, the model speaks to the content of policies in ways that work that focuses on dichotomous adoption choices does not. As long as a policy maker knows who is likely to know what they are doing, and how similar she is to these other actors, she can learn rationally even under capacity and information constraints. These conditions are more plausible than stronger information assumptions. Policy makers often know more about other policy makers than they do about particular policy areas. This theoretical work has implications, both broad and narrow, for future empirical work in a variety of substantive applications. The flexible model gives empirical researchers decisions to make in applying it to both public and private institutions. Many of these decisions concern the substantive conceptualization of the policy-outcome uncertainty. In some cases, the uncertainty may be political uncertainty as policy makers may be unsure of how a policy will resonate with voters. In other cases it may be effectiveness uncertainty such as how much innovation and/or rent seeking an intellectual property regime will produce. The formalization is flexible enough that ideal points could actually represent a balance between policy outcomes and political ones. Finally, in other cases the researcher may have to combine policy-outcome uncertainty with a separate variable to address political 36



popularity and reelection concerns. Preliminary interview evidence suggests that the model captures important aspects of reality. This evidence also points the important role that learning and policy-like processes play in the private response to public laws. College and university attorneys not only described learning from others, but described learning from others in nuanced ways consistent with the model. They described learning from peers when they could, and learning from less similar institutions when they believed their goals were closely aligned or when the expertise gap was particularly large. They also described utilizing a mix of mimicking and modifying with an emphasis on modifying, especially when learning from less similar institutions. In short, the interview evidence suggests that practitioners make decisions about when to learn and whom to learn from in ways consistent with the model. While the theory above is a step toward parsing and identifying the mechanisms, there is much more to understand about how and why policy choices often appear to be interdependent. Thus, in addition to suggesting future empirical work, the model also points toward future theoretical work. This work should include incorporating other diffusion mechanisms, such as commonality or legitimacy preferences, or competitive dynamics, into the framework above for example. The theory above, along with extensions beyond it, should help advance the rapidly expanding diffusion literature. This model, and the literature in general, help us better understand how actors respond to available information by learning from others to do the best they can when facing challenging decisions. While these situations and actions are intuitive and familiar to many of us from our own experiences, the field’s general and systematic understandings of them are still limited, but increasing rapidly.
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Figure 1: The figure provides two stylized illustrations of the Brownian motion uncertainty representation. The left hand panel offers an example of Brownian motion of slope µ with one known policy-outcome pair (p1 , o1 ). The right hand panel provides an example of two known policies and a Brownian bridge (analyzed in section five). The bridge allows beliefs about the local slope between two known points which are more precise than beliefs based on the overall drift. Here, since actor one’s ideal outcome is greater than o2 and less than 03 the bridge is tied down on two ends. One Known Policy



Two Known Policies
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Appendix/Supplementary Online Information



Unpacking the Modify Tactic The Modify Tactic: Observe another’s policy (pj ) and outcome (oj ). Attempt to implement a policy closer to one’s own ideal point after incompletely learning about the policy map. Start with the others’ policy and then make changes to it. To use a familiar example, an instructor teaching an introductory class about congressional politics for the first time might find a more advanced syllabus and then replace some of the more technical works with simpler ones. Assuming, without loss of generality, that µ and (o∗i − o∗j ) (the distance ∆ij between i and j’s ideal outcomes) are positive, the expected utility of implementing policy pi which produces outcome oi = ψ(pi ) after observing that ψ(pj ) = o∗j is: EU (pi ) = −γi [µ(pi − pj ) − ∆ij ]2 − γi (pi − pj )σ 2



(7)



Derivation of Expected Utility and Optimal Modified Policy The optimal altered policy is denoted p˙∗i . We solve for it by finding the pi that maximizes equation 7. The derivatives with respect to pi are: dEU = 2µγi [∆ij − µ(pi − pj )] − γi σ 2 dpi d2 EU = −2γi µ2 dp2i Setting the first derivative to zero to solve for p˙∗i : ∆ij σ2 p˙∗i =pj + − 2 µ 2µ



(8)



We can then solve for the expected utility of modifying by implementing the optimal p˙∗i . 39



We substitute p˙∗i from equation 8 into equation 7 to get: ∆ij σ2 σ2 ∆ij EU (p∗i˙ ) = −γi [µ(pj + + 2 − pj ) − ∆ij ]2 − γi [pj + − 2 − pj ]σ 2 µ 2µ µ 2µ 2 2 ∆ij σ σ − 2 ]σ 2 EU (p∗i˙ ) = −γi [ ]2 − γi [ 2µ µ 2µ Thus, the expected utility of implementing the best altered policy after learning one policyoutcome pair is: ∆ij σ 2 σ4 EU (p∗i˙ ) = −γi [ − 2] µ 4µ



(9)



Learning From Two Policies via Brownian Bridge Consider z1 ’s behavior when z2 and z3 have already acted, researched, and implemented policies to achieve their ideal outcomes o∗2 and o∗3 respectively. Assume that, as in figure 2, z1 ’s ideal outcome is 0, that o∗2 is negative, and that o∗3 is positive (o∗2 < o∗1 = 0 < o∗3 ) such that the two known outcomes span z1 ’s ideal. Also assume that z2 and z3 implement their ideal policies precisely (τ22 , τ32 =0). Lastly, assume that z2 has more similar goals (∆12 < ∆13 ). z1 knows that the Brownian path passes through o∗2 and o∗3 and proceeds with the expected variation between them. These new constraints on the path allow for updated, and more precise, beliefs about the policy map for policies along the bridge. The conditional expectation and variance for a policy p1 spanned by the bridge are:



Expected Outcome: E[ψ(p1 )] = o2 + M (p1 − p2 ) Variance: var[ψ(p)] =



(p1 − p2 )(p3 − p1 ) 2 σ (o3 − o2 )



(10) (11)



2 ). Knowing M is the slope of the line segment connecting the two ends of the bridge ( po33 −o −p2



two ends of the bridge provides information about local slope (and the conditional expectation of outcomes) which is more precise than the overall drift parameter µ. The expected value of the function along the bridge is the linear interpolation between the two endpoints. 40



Figure 2: The figure provides an example of learning from two policies using a Brownian bridge. The bridge allows beliefs about the local slope between two known points which are more precise than beliefs based on the overall drift of the motion. Here, since actor one’s ideal outcome is greater than o2 and less than 03 the bridge is tied down on two ends.



The variance is a fraction of the overall Brownian motion variance. Because one knows the endpoints for sure, the variance is zero at either end. It peaks halfway between them. With an ideal outcome o∗1 = 0 (and assuming γ1 = 1 for simplicity), the expected utility, and its derivatives, of a policy p1 is:



(p1 − p2 )(p3 − p1 ) 2 σ p3 − p 2 dEU1 (p1 ) p2 + p3 − 2p1 2 = −2M [o2 + M (p1 − p2 )] − σ dp1 p3 − p2 d2 EU1 (p1 ) σ2 2 = −2M + 2 dp21 p3 − p2 EU1 (p1 ) = −[o2 + M (p1 − p2 )]2 −



Modifying to make new policy along the bridge is preferred to mimicking the closer end 41



point ((p2 , o2 ) by construction) when the second derivative is negative (implying a unique optimal policy), and the first derivative is positive at p2 (implying that the endpoint p2 is not this unique optimum). The second derivative is negative when p3 − p2 > M =



o3 −o2 , p3 −p2



o3 − o2 >



σ2 . M2



Because



the second derivative is negative, and there is a unique optimal policy when



σ2 . M



With o1 equal to 0, o2 negative, and o3 positive, o2 and o3 = −∆12 and



∆13 (the goal similarity measures) respectively. Thus, there is a unique optimum along the bridge when:



∆13 + ∆12 >



σ2 M



(12)



This condition is easier to meet when the bridge spans (the sum of the ∆s) a wider range 2



of outcomes and when the complexity along the bridge is relatively low ( σM is similar to σ2 µ



earlier). While σ 2 is an invariant property of the policy-map, the slope of the bridge



will increase, and the complexity will thus decrease, with the magnitude in the change of outcomes relative to the magnitude of the change in policies. When this condition is satisfied there will be a unique altering solution as long as the first derivative is positive at p2 . This insures that the optimal “modified” policy is not actually just the “mimic” policy p2 . With p1 = p2 , the first derivative is



dEU1 (p1 =p2 ) dp1



3 −2p2 2 = −2M [o2 +M (p1 −p2 )]− p2 +p σ which reduces p3 −p2



to −2o2 M − σ 2 . This expression is positive, and there is an optimal modified policy along the bridge, when ∆12 > when ∆12 >



σ2 . µ



σ2 2M



or 2∆12 >



σ2 . M



Earlier, modifying was preferred to mimicking



We can see that all else equal, the bridge doubles the likelihood of modifying



through the 2 on the left hand side.



A Bit More Information About Interviews To select target schools I informally stratified for different school types, generated a list of schools and then began contacting them in order. About half of those I contacted participated and well over half of those that I actually spoke with personally agreed to an interview. 42



Response bias is always a concern with interviews. While willingness to talk naturally influenced the set of schools in the data, I do not see any obvious ways that voluntary participation systematically biased the responses of those schools. It is unlikely that potential respondents selected into or out of the interviews based on factors such as how they make policy decisions.
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